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PR FACE

in the frenetic world in which we live there is a need to
retire from the regular routine to a setting somewhat different
than our normal environment to inform, challenge, reassess,
rcx-aluate, elucidate and educate ourselves and our colleagues.

When representatives of STRIDE began informing school district
personnel throughout California, Arizona and Nevada about the
proposed STRIDE workshops and conferences, many responded
unfavorably. "We've been workshopped -to death," "Were tired of
outside experts with their panaceas attempting to come in and tell
us how to solve our problems," or "What makes you think
your workshops will be different than all the other sessions to
which we are invited?" were typical responses.

Believing that effective, creative workshops are a necessary and
indispensable tool. STRIDE staff members began to develop a
series of participatory workshops with specific goals and objec-
tives for school districts throughout USOE/Region IX. Participants
returned to their home districts and began requesting that
similar staff training sessiona be implemented within their districts
where greater numbers of their personnel could take advantage of
the sessions. From the regional workshops and conferences
grew the STRIDE "miniworkshoos."

In response to the numerous requests rece ved by our staff
for assistance in the development of inservice training sessions,
STRIDE presents this manual to assist educators in the coordina-
tion of-their conferences.



PLANNING MT, WORKSHOP

The edmator who has coordinated a workshop where everything
worked to perfection is probably aware of how fortunate he or she._
was. Some of our less fortunate colleagues have been involved
in workshops where nothing seemed to go right. One might arrive
at the workshop site and find the meeting room occupied by
another group that is also scheduled for that time and place;
or, that the morning meeting room is deeorated with all the left
over trash from the previous night's party. Perhaps the keynote
speaker developed laryngitis the morning of the session; or, worse
yet, neglected to call and state that he would be unable to attend
the workshop. What happened when the caterer arrived at
1:30 p.rn with the luncheon that had been scheduled for noon?

This manual cannot provide a solution for every potential
question or problem which might anse regarding workshops and
conferences. However, it seeks to impress workshop planners
that, if they would guard against last minute panic and problems,
they must keep on top of the small details from start to finish.

Objectives
If we are to successfully use the workshop as a tool, w_ _List

have specific, attainable objectives. They must be clear to the
coordinator and his committee; the panelists, consultants and
other staff members; and also to the attendees. These objectives
must be communicated to all involved parties before the confere
begins.

Vague objectives are a source of frustration add annoyance for
participants in your conference. Without specific objectives it is
impossible to know whether the task has been.accomplished and
to measure success or failure.



When objet. tive. arc mit provaled liv atlininitrainrs or others,

die corrrdinator must assist in the Inritmlation of clear-cut, viable

Meeting goals. This procedure can be initiate() by asking a few

simple questions. What ehanges are desired :is a result of the

:onference? Should the atieudees be more knowledgeable? Shradd

they be more enthusiastic? Shoukl their behavioral panerns, ideas

or values be changed'? Should new skills be taught?

It is not easy to attztin the objectives developed from the above

questions. It is very difficult though mu impossibleto effect

behavioral change. I Iowever, when unambiguous workslutp objec-

tives have been established, one ean begin to plan the development

of the workshop asmml the people; materizds, and facility that

end success. Extraneous issues can be deleted and the
trdinator can concentrate on the purpc re of the aetkity.

The objeetives of the meeting should be dramatized in the work-

shop theme or slogan. The theme should be.appealingly designed

to create excitement about the meeting. It should be brief and

easily remembered. direct and imsnive, and carefully ela)sett

because of its-role in reminding participants of the purpose of the

conference.

Buda&
The ohjet ives are primary. the btidget is secondary and all other

factors are tertiary lit relation to them. If the conference is a

financial "disaster.- it will be difficult to convince a nv( me t hat

the objectives havo been met. Thc effective coordinator nmst

plan the activity within the framework of the available and

potential funds.
After some initial planning, it should llt be difficult to prep

un estimated budget similar to the form out the opposite

total funds available do not oval or exceed the total

required. the workshop-must either be adjusted or cancelled.

The budget cannot detertniue tleed5. I t Cannot del

objectives. I lowever, it elm influence the activities that are

veloped to meet needs and ()bjeetives. While no one likes to

cancel a potential workshop, if funds cannot be raised to support

the effort, mtd the workshop eatawt he redesigned. the eoordmator

has no alfernative,
Assuming that funding 15 1101 a problem, chose attention tniist

still he given to the budg _ As estimated costs become actnul:

eosts the budget must be revitAed to provide accurate information

for all concerned.



WORKSHOP BUDGET FORM

Funds Available
1. Fr Om 5oenSering Organization
2_ From Workshop Attendees

From Other 5ources
Total Funds Avalable

Funds Required
1. Site Or Facility Rental

a. Rooms
b. Taxes and Gratuities
C. other

Total

Meal Functions
a. meals
b. TaxeS and Gratuities
c. Other

Total

3, Stall
a_ Salary
b. Travel
c_ Lodging
d. Per Diem
C. Othei

Total

4. Consultants
a Honorarium
b. Travel
c. Lodging
d, Per Diem
e. Other

Total

S. Audie-viSual Equipment and MeterialS

b.

PubliCity
3_

Total

Total

7. Other Costs
a

Total

$

Totai Funds Required
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Attendees
Certain factt whieh tend to 1,,:tmote enhcnori should be

present among the attendees. These might 1):: need, interest,
concern or potential. Experience has shown that. worksimps are
more successful when attendees arc personally motivated and
involved, If the outcomes Of the conference will inunediatelv
impact their activities, attendees have much more at stake mid
consequently their participation will he at a higher level.

The workshop must be a challenge lbr tlr: attendees. It siumld
be compatible with their level of sophistication and awareness.
Attendees should have some knowledge of the subject to be
diScnssed and some experience in dealing with the issues
concerned.

Assistance should bc provided to attendees who wish to prepare
for the conference by expanding their background and knowledge
of the subject by a preconference study of germane issues in '-
order to fueiliate their participation in group discussions.

Workshops are ustudly much more successful when attendees
par icipa e voluntarily than when they are CoMpelled t o at tend.
The ctxrdinator should attempt to determine in advance, whenever

whether attendance was tnandatory Or voluntar.
The conference planners muSt initiate CoMmonicatioll with

the potential attendees. This communication, whieh may he in
the form of a brochure or letter, should include thc objectives,
location, dates and times, registration fee, and related benefits.
If information is available concerning consultants, keynoters, or
others who will be participating, it should be included also.

The timing of t he initial communieution is important
tifieation is sent too early, the conference nmy be forgotten.

If notification is sent too late7 the potential attendees may have
made other plans. Some conferences are scheduled years 'in
advance because of logistical problems; however, this is an
excepthm rather than the rule, Two or three months is normally
sufficient lead time, but anything short of six weeks generally

_ s iii (lissatisfaction.
Potential attendees should have the opportunity to provide feed-

back conCerning the tentative, agenda. Attendees who are allowed
to participate in the planning and implementation of a workshop
will have a vested :interest in its success. It becomes "our
conference" rather than "their conference,"

Provision .should be made to collect as much registration
information as p()ssible prior to the conference preregistruth n

4
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allows the attendees tO pick up their re_ ion packets and
swiftly witlumt waiting in lines. I I. also allows the

registrars and hosts todeal with other problems; und, conse-
quently, the atmosphere around the registration table will be more
relaxed and comfortablecontributing to the overall welcome,

Convention Bureaus
NIost cities have eonventitm l)tireutIS vhich arc ready to provide

valuable assistance to workshop coordinat ors. They assist
planners in evaluating the availubility and suitability of meeting
sites; assist with disputes; and often provide name tags, program
covers, and secretarial assistance with registration.

Other services include assistance with the arrangement of ga
tours to local points of interest; assistance with press releases,
photography and publicity; and the provision of informational
brochures.

Convention bureaus usually operate on very small budget's.
While they ore ready to assist in the promotion of interest in your
conference, their limited assets rest rid the quantity of materials
and the anunint of service that they can prm-ide.

Facility Selection
The selection of a suitable site is directly related to the

sueeess of thc workshop. It should he luminous, properly
entilated, comfortable, free from noise and other distraction, and

of proper size to accommodate the group. There are many potential
sites: hotels, convention centers, churches, community centers,
halk, school buildings, "rhe coordinator must determine his or her
needs and personally inspect the potential site. Should it appear
to be inappropriate for the conference, an alternative location must
be chosen,

if one has a very small budget, the choices of facilioc
limited. However, if registration fees are to be charged,
selection of a plush hotel may stimulate interest in the workshop.

Large hotels are usually able to quickly adjust and effectively
provide for last minute emergencies. Small hotels are frequently
more courteous and friendly for they are more dependent upon
your repeat business than are larger facilities. Most hotels appear
to have flexible rates and services. One need not fear:to shop
and bargain. Compare prices and services. , If Itotels arc aware
that you may be having additional conferences in ensuing months,
they may provid_ sonic services for reduced rates.

he
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All arrangenicilts with the facility should be, confirmed ii
ge ihote II;usually provide the coordinator with an arrangc-..

memo which indicates the specific meeting rooms, breakont,
rooms; and the number of sleeping rooms which have been

serVed. The memo will indjcutc arrauigeirlents made for banquet
catering functions, u of the marquee, special parking

privileges, rates and methoc of payment.
The hotel should ber.nititified immediately of an mitakc the

arrangement memo, and all revisions confirm writing. Adher
ence to this procedure results in fewer surp and mistinder

-

tandings When the bill is presented upon conclusion .of the
workshop.
' One will find that kshops and conferences are conidcrgbl y
more, satisfying if the location of the facility_ is different than the

= normal ,environment. Many groups, especially students, are
enthusiastic abouti lakeside or mountain sites. If swell locauon$
are proximate, and the budget allows, they should be utilized
whenever appropriate. This is not to suggest that ltninitrutor
use plush hotels and students use rustic cabins.

ManY community members are ,reluetant to become _ niol ed iii
,sions at school sites. Teachers, for other reasons, also find'-

the school an uninviting location Mans churches and commun
iters are available -and their potential ion 'should be

. investigated.
When negotiating with conyention centert-;; the coordinat must

be alert to gross and nq square footage charges. Gross square
ootage pricing requires the customer tO pay for the aisle space;

,but net pricing provides aisle space free..
should be noted :that room capacit cdii vaq dependingi

whetheri_the seating is conference, banquet, theatre or schoolro

style:,.; Facility personnel will help the coordinator plan for th
most efficient use Of the rooms.

Content and Scheduling
An effective workshop must be parücipatrn-' It should not

be- observatory. It is not a time for boring lecttire but for
discussion and interaction. However, depending upon the unique
ness of the situation, lectures, demonstrations, and performances
(telling, showing, and doing) may have their place. To change or
reinforce opinions, attitudes and behavior thc sessions must
stimulate perspicacious thinking.

The workshop sessions must not be allowed Lo tu



tessionS. TheV must be: struettired to provide. .or the succes
chievement of-the Workshop. objecti This can- be- ac otnpl

ed if everyone knows the desired outcom
iLseptors should be 'selected -on- the basis of the r

ability or demonstrated potential for success. in -dcaIiii with
rkshop-.(ilijectives.'::The type and length of speeches should .be -.-

early stated iitadvance. -The effectiveness of outside consultants
iS -leSsened .when attendees perceive- that -their presentations are
irrelevant to local nccd On the :other hand, local

.be too fiuniliar to the group,- and, consequently, their opinions and...
Idea-s leSs respected:--

Prelintinary urrangenlents vith 1)rcseiitors and consultants should
confirmed:in writing iiil(1 verified by -phone call:- _The rate --and-

method of: -remuneration for their services should... be clearlv
underst od bv all parties.involved.

_Often WOrkshop attendees are ph
at the- conference.-- Others become
mon seSsions especially after

.underestimate ...the.. value of a
both the morning andafternoon sessions.
-Allow ample time for-coffee. _maks... Some atterl ecs need to

smoke, and..others. Insist on no-. smoking.- If-Jhere are "adquate!,-,
breaks, it is more -likely that the smokers and non-smokers' can

-commodate -each other. If the coordinator doeS not allow for-
breaks,- most attendees will take them.anvway.

.Allow .,for relaxation- and. fun.- Do not feel that fun sessions are.
unproductive.. When attendees enjoy the workshop, their participa-:

ore . relaxed and the- probability that. objeatiVes Will -be-1.
nuch greater,

ieally tired when
drowsv during t

heavy luncheon. Do
few milluteS of exercise

Audio-visual Equipment
Charts and other visual aids can be a barnc or a blessing

depending upon their use. When used properly, ey appeal to
auditory and visual -senses simultaneously, thereby increasing
the impact of the presentation. But, when displayed too soon,
charts can become distractions. Attendees may study the chart
while you are attempting to deal with other issues. By the time
the presentor is ready to discuss the chart, they may have lost
interest and -become bored with it. Make your visual aids work
for you, not against you. Use them, then place them out of sight.

Chalk boards ean be useful. They should be placed so that they
do not reflect light, thereby causing glare or blind spots, Chalk



AUDIO-VISUAL AIDS CHECKLIST

O 16mm Projectors

O Opaque Projectors

O Overhead Projectors

O Slide Projectors

O Spare Projector Bulbs

O Projection Screens

O Rear Projection Screens

O Projection Tables

O Extension Cords

O Take up Reels

O Flip Charts

O Flip Chart Pads

O Spotlights

-0 Fuses

O Record Players

O Tape Players

O Video Tape Play s

O Cassette Recorders

O Blank Cassette Tapes

O Tape-Recorders

Blank Recording Tapes

0 Microphones

O P.A. Systems

O Lecturns

O Easels

O Chalkboards

O Chalk

O Erasers

Has each presentor been contacted concerning audio-vis I needs?

17
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. .

and -easelS- should not -bc-
talk 16'the attendees.- :d. Tints

The I

musai-
ork

audio-visual" aids on pagt.. 10 is no team ..
.1( does list, however,- the mote_ commonly -used-aids

hops. 'I3e certain that there are. extension cords
_ake up reek,. extra -.bulbs aml fUi If attendee', includi
know doable- ileratnr of audio-visual cwt. pment this--shot be

inaiI knowp sentors anti .consAthants. It
aie unavailable, ..he prcsettor .should test run the:equip

'to ostng it-in the session.
'Wise-selection of IjJpI opri tie ids which will izi and. fl .ot

ris the key. to.- successful prisixit atiotm I hi teehniq- -s
1St be varied and aptable to the specific mutat ion.

genda
The-works iced t be expensive t. -atit'actiVe_

_

tasteful, _ .ears to have.. been. hastlly_ war:the
ed, attendee :expectations yitay be lowercd,.:

alas CUll 1JC enhanced by using colored paper,. line drawings,
dxiii iC)\ cr uxuLir to those in the centerfold of this manual.i-

'interest..are 'often obtainable at jititifinal
Or local chambers of commerce.

tonal- look can be approximated-::: by_
tents' available with II3M Selectric

he coordinator may get other udea, suggestions -and :7
art students and teachers.

operators _-
lent prior
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CONDUCTING THE WORK SHOP

The key to a successful works_lop lies in the planning. Never-
theless, we would do well to remember what happens to "the best
laid schemes o' mice an' men . .

The effective coordinator is continually alert to possible
contingencies. What happens if the microphones do not work
properly? What happens if assistants fail to arrive on time?
Suppose it snows, or there is heavy fog, or there are transpor-
tation strikes or breakdowns. This is not to suggest that there
eed be complete backup plans for every eventuality; however, the

alert coordinator must be aware of a variety of viable alternatives.

Registration
Most of the work of registration can be done prior to the

workshop if preregistration procedures have been instituted. Name
tags should be prepared in advance when possible. Attendees
should be greeted by pleasant, courteous staff members who are

repared to assist them with their individual needs. Some may be
expecting important phone calls. Some may have specific dietary
requirements. Some may be shv and in need of the reassurance
of a friendly smile. Others may come to the registration table
who are obviously at the wrong workshop!

The registration form should be as specific, yet simple , _

possible. It should only request necessary information. There ..
_ should be sufficient agendas, registration packets and other

"als for all preregistered attendees. If there is a possibility
that there may not be sufficient_ materials for all who will register
at the beginning of the workshop, the materials for those who did
pre,--gister should be separated in ad,:ance.

It is often very convenient to hare separate registration tables

20



R.EGISTRATION AIDS CHECKLIST-.

O Agendas

O Registration forms

O Registration packets

O Handouts

O Name tags

O Ballpoint pens

O Felt dp pens

O Pencils

O Pencil sharpener

O Scratch paper

O Paper clips

O Index cards

O Staplers

O Staples

O Staple remover

O Scissors

O Cash box

O Manila envelopes

O Clip boards

O Chalk

O Masking tape

O Transparent tape

O Typewriter

O Typing paper

O Rulers

O Rubber bands

O Tacks

O Hammer

O Screwdriver

O Pliers

O Nails

O Aspirin

Other special aids:

It is much bett r to have it and not need it,
than to need it and not have it Be prepared!

21



or those who preregistered and those who did not.
er!,- attendee and participant in the workshop should be
Aned and made to feel relaxed and comfortable.

The Workshop
The workshop shou d begin on time.
There will probably be introductions of dignitaries, consultants

and others. Following the introductions the coordinator or Ins
designee should review the agenda. Attendees enjoy a general oral
description that spells out the relationship between participants,
resources and objectives. Also, there may have-been changes in
room locations, times and/or activities since the agenda went to

. press.
This is the proper time to advise attendees that there is flex-

ibility in the agenda, and that during the course of the workshop_
they should provide feedback concerning the activities and their
anticipated Linpact on the workshop objectives.

The coordinator should then turn the workshop over to the other
participants on the program. If there are no problems and the
planning has been effective, the workshop will run smoothly. If
there is a need to modify objectives, activities or procedures,. the
coordinator will provide the necessary direction to effect this
modification with minimal inconvenience. The coordinator may
have to settle disputes, encourage or discourage participation from
specific attendees, or adjust the flow of the schedule to provide
for the various needs of participants.

Evaluation
If we have no desire to know whether or not we were success-

ful in meeting our objectives, we have no need- to evaluate. If
we plan no future workshops or conferences, there is probably no
need to determine the success or failure of our efforts. If we do
not value the feedback of the attendees, there is no need to waste
their time, asking them to fill out forms and respond to questions.

The why7 when9 where7 and how? of workshop evuluation is
the subject of a subsequent manual.

Adjournment
The coordinator should see that the meeting is adjourned on

me. If interest is high and some participants choose to remain
for further dialogue, this should not be discouragedprovided it
will not place unreasonable or unnecessary demmids on others



who may have to clean and close the facility.
The coordinator must verify whether those delegated

responsibility for returning supplies and equipment, especially
films, have done so.

Follow-up Activities
The workshop is over and the coordinator may rest.

he has not discharged his duties until he has seen that summary
reports are prepared; promised materials are sent to attendees;
the bilis are paid; and letters of appreciation are sent to all who
assisted _ in the planning, development, implemen ation and
evaluation of the workshop.



CHARACTERISTICS
OF

. SUCCESSFUL WORKSHOPS

rdmator %oho pays direct uttdntiou to all detail no
-nwtter how-smalldeveloping cant ingency plans for a

-ntial emergencies.

, unambiguot s attainable objectives appropriate1
communicated to all participants prior to the workshop.

perly ed, well-lighted comfortable session
sitefree from noise and other distractions7of proper
size to accommodate the group.

.cspect for budgetary constraints,
of all obligations.

raphl registration system
pleasant -(igiStrars.

well-orehestrated _ tdio-visnal plan which includes
modern equipment, sixire bulbs and fuscs, extra reels
and extension cords, and operators fa iliar with the
equipment.

An attractive, :thought planned
subject to amendment, if necessary,
shop objectives.

coordinator who enLourages active participation by all
,attcndees, and effectively prevents monopolization of
group discussion by a few outSpoken individuals.

Some specific information, materiak, skills, and/or
techniques winch attende can put to immediate
use.

Plans for follow-up activ ties on decisions nude
dtiring the workshop.



COORDINATOR'S CHECKLIST
This checklist is designed to assist you with the successful planning of your
workshop. Positive responses indicate good planning.

Have you .

PRELIMINARY PLANNING
O Determined the desired workshop Outcomes?
01 Developed a few, specific attainable objectives?
o COmmunicated these objectives to potential attendees?
O Provided for attendee feedback on the objectives?
O Deleted all extraneous issueS from the workshop?
O Informed presentors and consultants of worksholl objectives?
O Developed the workshop theme or slogan?
O Considered the impact of the weather when determining workshop dates?
O Set dates?

BUDGET
O Established a realistic registration fee?
O Estimated fntal receipts from registration es.
O Prepared a wmpie budget?
o Considered the hidden costs?
O Revised budget as estimated costs became actual
O Attempted to economize whenever possible?

costs?

ATTENDEES
O Initiated written communication with attendees infOrming them hy?

when? where? how much? anb related benefits?
O Involved attendees in the development of the workShop?
O Assisted attendees who wish to prepare for the workshop?
O Provided for and encouraged preregistration?

CONVENTION BUREAUS
0 Informed your convention bureau of the workshop?
O Requested assistance with facility selection, publicity, and registratiOn?
O Requested name tags, agenda covers, visitor's guides and informational

brochures?

FACILITY SELECTION
O Sought an attractive, comfortable, luminous site?
O Personalty inspected the proposed site?
O Sought and bargained for the best rates?
O Confirmed all plans and revisions in writing?
O Received a function agreement or an arrange n

O Requested use of the marquee?
emo?

CONTENT AND SCHEDULING
Provided for fun sessions? Change of paEe sessions? Breaks?
Provided for interaction, participation, and involvement?-
Attempted to eliminate boring lectures?
Advised presentors of type and length of speeches?
Confirmed all arrangements with presentors in writing?
verified ali arrangements with presentors by phone?
Provided for a.m. and p.m. exercises?

2 5



A.V EQUIPMENT
O Used the AA/ -aids form on page 12?
O Decided who will operate the AA, equipment?
O Obtained modern equipment?
o Obtained extension cords for all electrical equipment?

'10 Test run projectors, recorders, record players and other machineS?
O irepared for AN emergencies, namely blown fuses, burnt out bulbs, poor

mikes?

PUBLICITY
O Listed printing needs?
O Alerted the press?
O Arranged for a photographer?
O Oeveloped your promotion schedule?
O Engaged the convention bureau in publicizing your workshop?

AGENDA
O Prepared an attractive agenda?
O Thoughtfully planned the content of the agenda?
O Provided for flexibility in the agenda schedule?

REGISTRATION
O Engaged efficient, pleasant courteous registrars?
O Collected the registration supplies indicated in the form on page-14?
O Arranged separate registration tables for those who did and did not

preregister?
O informed participants of ti'anSportation arrangements from airport to

site?

THE WORKSHOP
0 Considered alternate activities and entertainment for spouses?

.- 0 Arranged for a display area?
O identified decoration requirements?
O Prepared signs and banners?_
0 Prepared for medical emergencies?
O Arranged a telephone message system?
O Provided a bulletin board for messages?
O Provided for check cashing privileges?
O Arranged parking validation?
O Planned meal functions appropriately?

-0 Prepared to revise the schedule if necessary?
O Planned to effectlitely evaluate the workshop?
O Planned for a variety of cootingericies unique to your particular workshop ?

FOLLOW.UP
_0 Arranged to collect and return materials, e uipment and supplies?
O Arranged for follOw-dp activities?
9 Prepared the final workshop report?
O Paid the bills?

. Sent letters of appreciation?
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